Many paper-intensive industries, such as healthcare and financial services, rely upon fax as an essential component of their daily workflow. Its ability to provide an end-to-end audit trail makes fax an invaluable tool for the security and compliance requirements for which these highly regulated industries are tasked. For large businesses in particular, a scalable, enterprise fax solution is essential to maximize productivity and cost-savings not achievable with standalone devices. Kyocera's solution for RightFax can help your organization meet these challenges by harnessing the power of your KYOCERA MFPs and your OpenText RightFax 16 EP4 Server to create a fully integrated solution.

RightFax technology will enable you to consolidate all fax services on the network, providing convenient access to faxing capabilities on the same devices used daily for printing, scanning and copying. With Kyocera's solution for RightFax, users can send faxes through the RightFax 16 EP4 Server directly from their HyPAS-enabled KYOCERA MFP. All fax functionality and RightFax features are seamlessly consolidated in the MFP touch screen control panel. Users can access standard fax capabilities, as well as advanced features, including personal phone books, billing codes, and cover pages. Additionally, the application offers IT administrators several deployment options for setting up MFPs on the network to work directly with the RightFax 16 EP4 Server.

Kyocera's new RightFax Embedded application includes features such as single sign on (SSO), and card authentication, and now does not require middleware which allows for better connectivity and scalability for organizations using RightFax 16 EP4 Server.

For businesses who depend on fax as part of their daily workflow, KYOCERA's RightFax Solution can help you increase productivity and compliance. Harnessing the power of your MFP and OpenText™ RightFax 16 EP4 Server, it creates a fully integrated and secure solution.

> Increase productivity by enabling users to fax directly from their Kyocera MFP
> Speed document delivery through seamless integration with your existing business workflow
> Facilitate compliance through secure document management, delivery and audit trail
**HyPAS®**

KYOCERA's HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for Advanced Solutions) is a powerful and scalable software solution platform. Through direct enhancement of the MFP's core capabilities, to the integration with widely accepted software applications, HyPAS will enhance your specific document imaging needs, resulting in improved information sharing, resource optimization and document workflows.

**RIGHTFAX EMBEDDED BENEFITS**

In order to thrive in an increasingly competitive and highly regulated marketplace, today's large businesses must improve employee productivity and reduce operating costs, while maximizing security and compliance.

- Access the features and functionality of RightFax 16 EP4 Server from the Kyocera MFP's intuitive, easy-to-navigate user interface
- Fax to multiple destinations with ease
- Select a user-specific cover page for an added professional touch
- An invaluable compliance tool that retains an audit trail of all fax communication
- Eliminate security risks by leveraging both the RightFax and your Kyocera MFP's built-in security features

**HOW IT WORKS**

KYOCERA RightFax Embedded allows users to send faxes through the OpenText RightFax 16 EP4 Server, directly from the control panel of a KYOCERA MFP. Documents scanned at the MFP are transmitted directly to the intended recipient through the RightFax 16 EP4 Server.

Intuitive screen prompts enable users to access fax settings, select their cover page and configure scan settings. Once documents are in position, they are then quickly scanned and sent.

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

- Supports RightFax 16 EP4 Server
- Device based MFP licensing
- Compatible with select KYOCERA HyPAS-enabled and HyPAS-capable MFPs

Specifications and design are subject to change without notice.

For the latest on connectivity visit usa.kyoceradOCUMENTSolutions.com

HyPAS is a trademark of the KYOCERA Companies.

OpenText and RightFax are trademarks of OpenText Corp.
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